An Aside With Joe – Some People Like to Write a Lot
Me: Welcome to an Aside with Joe ‐ Some People Like to Write a Lot. Much like last week we have Joe on the phone
with a bit of an introduction for anyone who’s not completely familiar with all of Joe’s work, this time coming from
the inside cover of Joe’s book Grand Prix Saboteurs. So I’m assuming that all these facts will be correct.
Joe: There's an inside cover on it? I didn’t realise that.
Me: There’s an inside, there’s a little bit about you on the inside cover.
Joe: Oh OK, good.
Me: Apparently you’re a Formula One journalist
Joe: Mm hmm, that’s true.
Me: You started your career travelling from race to race.
Joe: Yes.
Me: You joined Autosport and moved through the ranks to become Grand Prix Editor.
Joe: That’s true too.
Me: You’ve created your own agency.
Joe: Several of them I think
Me: Tell us what an agency is. What sort of agency have you got?
Joe: An agency is an organisation that basically creates stories and sells them to different people.
Me: Oh I see.
Joe: There was a period where I actually employed people but given recessions and things.
Me: You started the Business of Motorsport magazine in 1994.
Joe: Yep, that’s true.
Me: You are the author of several books including the World Atlas of Motorsport
Joe: That’s a very long time ago, but yes.
Me: I’m not familiar with that one, it is it still in print?
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Joe: You’re not familiar with it?
Me: Not at all.
Joe: My god, it’s a classic man. It was in 1980 something and it was basically, there was a lot more racing circuits
around now but it was a sort of history of the world’s racing circuits and where the best ones are with illustrations
by, I think it was by Jim Bamber if I remember correctly.
Me: Familiar with his work. It’s still available in all good bookshops?
Joe: No, you have to go to second hand stores to find it now but it was a very big seller in its day because it was
published by Hamlyn as opposed to one of these pokey little motor racing publishers and I think they sold 40,000
copies which is pretty good.
Me: Might be a challenge to see if anyone can find that in a second hand store.
Joe: Oh you can find it everywhere. I dear say if you go on the internet you’d be able to find one for about two
pounds fifty I should think, I don’t know I haven’t looked for a very long time but it was a good book in its day but it’s
a bit out of date now.
Me: Understood. You’ve lived in France for it says 15 years but I believe the book was published in 2006 so I’m now
guessing it’s 18 years?
Joe: 18 years, sounds about right, yep.
Me: Maurice Hamilton on the back of this book describes it as a ‘painstaking research which has revealed a
fascinating story never told before’ whilst Alan Henry another person we’re aware of, he called it a ‘singularly
absorbing volume.’
Joe: Well that’s very kind of them, yes. It’s a fabulous book, I’m totally biased but it’s absolutely. It took 18 years of
research, digging into secret files and all kinds of stuff. I keep trying to find people to turn it into movies and every so
often somebody gets excited about it. It’s got all the makings of what you need for a good movie but you’ve got to
find someone to make it.
Me: 18 years seems like an incredible amount of effort. Did you always imagine it would take that amount of time?
Joe: No not a clue. I just, when I started out nobody knew anything I mean I know it’s hard to believe now but when I
started writing that book we didn’t know anything about the man who won the first Monaco Grand Prix apart from
the fact his name was Williams and I discovered all about him and then to my own amazement discovered that he
had been working with other racing drivers as secret agents. It all sort of, it was fatuitous that I started on that
subject and it became a sort of labour of love and it’s an absolutely astonishing story when you actually get through
it. It’s just one of those things and the reason it took so long is that it was all, there was an awful lot of classified
information, guesswork, interviews with people all of them now dead I think. It’s just one of those things you set off
to see if there’s any story there and what you come out with leaves you completely amazed. I recommend it highly
to everybody.
Me: Unlike the World Atlas of Motorsport, it is available still in all good book shops.
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Joe: No, not in all good book shops but it’s available on the web. It’s actually sadly never been available in good
book shops because I published it myself because I couldn’t find a publisher with any balls and to this day I’m still
trying to find a publisher with any balls but now they’ve got no pockets either because of the recession but just
before the recession came on a fairly large publisher was talking about publishing it so one day I hope to get it into
bookshops and if I do I shall sell hundreds of thousands of copies because it’s just brilliant. I’m slightly biased, it’s had
some very good reviews and if you want to read more about it there’s a website called morienval.com or just Google
Grand Prix Saboteurs and it will come up and it’s got all the reviews and stuff there and some pictures and a bit of
the story so it’s all there.
Me: Good stuff .I’m not sure I think we may have talked about this in the past, possibly the first time we ever talked
to you but the copy in my hand actually did come from I believe a major bookstore.
Joe: I don’t know how you did that unless it was from, there were a couple of bookstores that bought a few but it
was a rare thing to find one in a bookstore.
Me: I will have to find out the story, It was actually my mum who did it this was way back Christmas this year.
Joe: Good for her, well done mum!
Me: Christmas last year rather because Christmas this year hasn’t happened. It was Christmas of last year, she picked
it up and she came home and was raving about it. She didn’t know who you were and this was before we started
talking to you or having these conversations.
Joe: All I can say is that I think it’s a really good book and I’m biased obviously but I’m also quite realistic about it and
I think it’s not for any great genius of my part, it’s just that it’s a fantastic story and I was lucky enough to be the one
to find it. There you go, let’s be modest.
Me: Well I recommend it too. As recommended by Sidepodcast.
Joe: Good that’s what I like to hear. Can we get an official stamp on it?
Me: Yes, that’s what we should do. What we should do actually, we should get the author to sign it.
Joe: Oh you should do that, yep.
Me: That would be the next step.
Joe: If you could ever get in the same country as the author that would be a good start.
Me: You are back in France I believe, but only just. Is that right?
Joe: I came back yesterday morning after a very long time travelling. All my own fault because I missed the
aeroplane on Monday morning. It was one of those things that happens in the wonderful world of travel whereby
you read the ticket wrongly and I saw that I was leaving on a flight on 11 o’clock on Monday evening and I thought
‘that’s good I’ve got plenty of time to relax after a busy weekend’ and then I read the ticket again at 9 o’clock on
Monday morning and it said yes you’re leaving at 11 in the evening but you’re leaving from Singapore you’ve got to
get to Singapore first which is a six hour flight then I realised I wasn’t anywhere near the airport and had to be there
in about an hour and twenty minutes. It was a bit like the Keystone Kops after that. I never really had much of a
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chance of getting it so I spent another day sitting on an island, manmade island off the coast of Nagoya where they
built an airport and had a lovely time really. I was very busy on the blog as a result.
Me: I had noticed, I went to bed, woke up to seven posts. It’s incredible the amount of stuff you write. I guess it’s
never been so public. Presumably you haven’t just increased the amount of writing you’re doing because you have a
blog?
Joe: No not. Well I have actually because I’ve always written grandprix.com in its entirety anyway and the blog was
just a sort of an extra thing so yes I have increased the amount I’m doing which is probably not a wise thing to do but
you’ve got to do it and I like the blog because it gives you the opportunity rather than having sort of straight news
you can actually sort of say what you think about it too and I think that people like that.
Me: We’ll just give a quick plug for the blog if anyone’s interested in reading tons and tons and tons of Formula One
insightful news and thoughts from Joe, its joesaward.wordpress.com that’s j o e s a w a r d .wordpress .com. We did
have a question from Steven in the comments about your blog. He was curious what you learn from F1 fans from the
comments you get on your blog. Are the fans more or less informed than you thought before you started out?
Joe: I think the ones that come to the site tend to be very very well informed. I’m quite shocked sometimes by how
much people know but it’s a bit difficult because you don’t really know who’s responding. There’s a certain number
of them who I’m sure are in the industry because you get comments you go ‘oh yeah he knows he’s an insider’ and
then you get some fans who are very very well informed. I don’t have too many of the sort of mouth breathing race
fan types, I don’t know maybe they are but they don’t write in comments about how it’s impossible for Jenson
Button not to be seen as a god or anything like that. You get a certain amount of banter between the people in the
comments obviously having different opinions. I draw the line at abuse, I think that abusing one another is a
complete waste of energy and I particularly don’t like people abusing me as I do it for free in effect. I don’t have any
problem, I actually do publish some of the abuse just for the benefit of, I don’t know, so that people feel they’re not
being censored.
Me: Transparency.
Joe: Something like that but if it’s really unpleasant I just don’t think it’s right when people do things for nothing for
you, for the fans people write in and abuse you and if people are rude to me I just tend to say in a nice way go away
and read someone else’s blog because I’m really not interested. I think everyone’s very positive, there’s a lot of
good sort of thought going on and people coming in with their ideas. I find it very interesting and it’s nice to get the
feedback from what people all over the world think, and they are very different views.
Me: I saw I think it was last week you got a comment from Leo Sayer, the actual real bonafide Leo Sayer.
Joe: Indeed, yeah well he’s a sort of mate of mine. He’s been around racing for a very long time like me so he’s living
in Australia and he regularly, it’s actually quite interesting some of the comments there’s a number of Formula One
journalists and people who come up but often people are hiding behind names so you don’t really know who’s who.
Leo’s a big, well he was a big Formula One fan he’s gone off it recently a little bit. I don’t think the Renault crash‐gate
crisis helped very much but there you are.
Me: You have on grandprix.com you’ve always had some form of feedback in terms of a forum, do you notice any
difference in respect to.
Joe: I have no idea about the forum on grandprix.com.
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Me: Do you never read it?
Joe: I’ve never ever been involved in it. I didn’t have time to do it, the blog was just a slightly different idea where
it’s much more direct but grandprix.com was always looked after by somebody else so I’ve never actually been
involved in the forum on that
Me: You couldn’t say forum users were different or less or more knowledgeable than blog commenters in any way
shape or form?
Joe: No I can’t, I have got no, I really have no idea. Blogging is, I don’t mind dealing with X number of comments per
day but if it gets to huge numbers I’m not going to be able to have time to do it anyway. There’s only so many hours
in the day and I tend to be quite busy so at the moment I can still do it because things isn’t too outrageous but if it
gets to be hundreds and hundreds every day I don’t know how people do it
Me: In terms of, presumably you moderate every comment before so you read every comment before it goes up,
you don’t just let things go up?
Joe: I moderate them whether I read them in full is another matter but if I don’t see any rude words, I can sort of, my
eye is scanning across looking for rude words so generally speaking I read most of them if I can but some people like
to write a lot. I could be accused of the same thing I dear say. It just depends on what I have to do and when I have
to do it. I just actually, just before you came on I dealt with 15 of them just like that in about a minute so I have no
idea, maybe there was abuse among it, who knows?
Me: I’m sure that people will let you know if that was the case. We did have, just having a look through some of the
posts, just to cover some of the, plenty of topics really for discussion, there’s lots been going on in the Formula One
world since we last spoke. One thing that really stuck out actually which I don’t think has been mentioned anywhere
else other than on your blog is talk of a unified launch from FOTA. Good idea or not a good idea?
Joe: It’s a good idea from a number of angles and a bad idea from a number of others. I think in terms of individual
teams would probably get less, slightly less coverage on the one hand but they might get more because more people
would go if it was a unified launch as opposed to if you have to go to ten of them not everyone can afford to do that
or has the energy to do that, that’s the other point. If you go to that there’ll be a hell of an argy bargy to do all of the
teams in one go but at the same time it’s not a bad idea because everyone would save money including the
journalists. I know that NASCAR has this, obviously they have a geographical advantage because it’s all within around
the same town but they have a four day media tour. I think it’s in January every year when all the NASCAR media
turn up and basically are stuck in a hotel probably I don’t know exactly how it works. They then go on buses from
one place to the next where they just get story after story delivered in their lap. The team will come out and talk and
the drivers will talk and they’ll announce anything they have to announce and they’ll all get on the bus and go and
have lunch then go to the next place and to the next one and so you get an endless stream for those three or four
days of all the latest sort of goings on and all the gossip. I think it’s a good way of getting everybody into the swing of
things because everybody then does everything and it all works but obviously it’s easier in that case because they’re
all around the same sort of area. Obviously in Formula One if there’s a Toyota launch you’ve got to go to Cologne
unless they hold it at a race track and Ferrari’s down in Maranello. You’ve got BMW Sauber or whatever it’s called
this week in Zurich and they can hold the launches in different places and obviously there’s also an element of
individuality. I’ve been to some really wacky launches over the years and if it was all done as a one off together it
would be a very grand affair but you would have a little less of the originality but in terms of saving money it’s a
good idea and in terms of concentrating the coverage it’s a good idea so you can argue both ways and I haven’t
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really reached a conclusion as to whether it’s a good or bad idea and it seems like FOTA is the same, they haven’t
made a decision.
Me: Does this involve new teams as well because presumably USF1 wouldn’t be too keen to make the trip over to
Europe to do this or would it not affect them as much?
Joe: I think it should, if it’s going to happen it would involve all of them if they’ve got cars ready. I think some of
them are going to be so on edge by this time, by when it’s time to go off to Bahrain or wherever the first race is next
year. I think there’ll be a few people sort of throwing it together in the garage as we’ve seen in the past. I remember
Minardi doing that, launching a car on the steps of the town hall in Melbourne and things like that. You do what you
have to do.
Me: On a vaguely related note Dan Brunell who I believe has commented on your blog quite recently.
Joe: The name rings a bell, yep.
Me: He asked a question, he said you’ve been focusing on your blog on the US lately and on Formula One and its
affect there. Is there talk in the paddock and within F1 circles of a fresh approach in America or is it more of a
personal exploration?
Joe: Neither really it’s a number of things. I think there’ve been three posts about the US Grand Prix, I can’t
remember. The first one was Bernie had been talking about New York again and I decided I’d have a look at New
York and analyse whether or not it was a serious place for the Grand Prix to happen and obviously its where Formula
One would want to be but frankly Formula One doesn’t have much to offer New York because New York already has
hotel occupancy rates that are to die for. I think over an annual spread New York occupancy these days is like 85%
which as an annual figure is shocking and they get 300 bucks a night so the average Grand Prix occupancy rates gets
up to 90% maybe in some places up to 100 if they’re lucky and maybe the price goes up a bit but driving new tourism
business, you really want to be places where they’ve got 60% that can be driven up from there so New York has how
many millions of visitors per year, they are worldwide, New York has a worldwide reputation so Formula One really,
what it has to offer New York as opposed to what New York has to offer it are two very different things. I analysed all
that and the conclusion was that I couldn’t see it happening and then the Olympic decision came along saying we’re
off to Rio de Janeiro which left Chicago which was very keen on having the Olympics going ‘what happened, what are
we going to do now?’ And so I had a look at Chicago as to whether it would be a good place for a Grand Prix and the
conclusion was yes it would be because they don’t have the same tourism figures of New York City, they do have a
big city they do have the space to do a decent street race, there’s all kinds of elements to it so I looked at that one
and though that’s good. And then the third one was Martin Whitmarsh of McLaren obviously in the FOTA meeting in
Japan there was discussions about another Asian race and the priority is really America is the biggest market, that’s
where everyone in Formula One wants to be, how can it be done? It was really looking at what he’d said and looking
at why it’s a problem and can it be solved? I think there was a fourth story as well about Panama which I noticed
nobody else ever picked up on either. It might be an interesting place and it’s very interesting in as much as its
tourism figures are very low and wants to be higher and they’ve got all kinds of incentives going on for tourism, it’s
the crossroads for the world and blah blah blah. So yes, they’ve been a few stories about it but it’s not in any
particular cause, it’s just that the news has happened and I’ve sort of extrapolated that into sort of discussions about
America, I mean America is where we want to be its clearly the case and I think that six or seven races in Asia might
be a little bit overkill but that’s a matter of opinion and ultimately it’s a matter of money because that’s the fuel
that keeps Formula One going is called cash.
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Me: Nick also picked up on NASCAR buying F1 from CVC. And Nick asked is that really a genuine possibility? Or can
you see CVC hanging onto Formula One for the foreseeable future?
Joe: I can’t see it. I think it’s a nice idea but NASCAR has got a lot of problems at the moment. They’ve got more
important things to worry about for now. In terms of CVC, CVC is going to have to sell Formula One before 2015
because the fund that owns the company closes down that year. So CVC has to find a buyer and it’s a matter of who
that buyer is. Now what we don’t want in Formula One is another CVC. They’re basically a bunch of suits coming in
and making the biggest possible profit they can and I think the sport fell for it once and won’t fall for it again so
there’s going to be a certain amount of resistance against the route they want to take. The other option is a
foundation buys the sport, or the commercial rights to the sport, borrows money off the banks and pays it back over
a less aggressive period and ends up with a foundation that exists only to improve itself and to keep the sport going
and pays out the right amounts of money to all the various teams and I think that’s probably the answer. There’s no
point in fighting with CVC, the best thing to do is a deal so they go away with money so they’re happy as long as it’s
not too outrageous, they’ve taken enough already. Then everything becomes solid and sensible and then it can be
run in a way in which, you know half the energy of Formula One teams is spent fighting over money, over this, over
that and if everybody actually worked together they’d probably be improving the sport dramatically rather than
spending their whole time fighting.
Me: Just jumping back to the NASCAR thing very briefly, we heard from Trulli this week that he’s got himself a little
bit of a test lined up out west. Are you reading much into that in terms of Trulli’s future?
Joe: I don’t know, but I think that NASCAR is certainly an option, a place to go now for retired Grand Prix racers as
we’ve seen with Juan Pablo Montoya. There’s good money to be had there and the racing is, it’s an interesting
challenge. It’s something different, something new so I think we’re going to see more international growth in
NASCAR if only in people inward bound into it as opposed to the championship coming out of America and I think
you’ve got Marcus Ambrose there from Australia, you’ve got Montoya, you’ve got a few Canadians but I think you’re
going to see more people. Max Papis I think is now racing in there on a more regular basis, an Italian as well so I
think there will be a level of internationalisation going on and I think that Formula One has to watch out because
NASCAR is very successful show and if at one point they do decide they want to come out of America it’s going to be
a real challenger, I mean everyone thinks that Formula One they’re an arrogant lot and they talk about NASCAR as
being taxi driving but that’s not really the point. The point is is it a good show and do people like to watch it and the
answer is yes they do and yes it is.
Me: Can you see, do you think Trulli is the next of many?
Joe: No I think that Trulli will get a drive in Formula One because he’s very very very fast over one lap. While over a
race distance he might tend to fall asleep, the one advantage he has is that if you have a car and you put Jarno Trulli
in it you know absolutely how fast that car will go whereas some of these other Formula One drivers you don’t know
if they’re awake that day or not. You’re never quite sure if they’re quick enough. Some of the younger cases you
don’t really know how to judge them because you can’t judge them against other people you know. So he’s the
perfect yardstick, you know he’s faster than fast over one lap and I would foresee him ending up at probably
somewhere like Team Lotus.
Me: And from the comments RG asked in terms of Toyotas line up at the moment they don’t have any confirmed
drivers. Can you see Glock continuing with the team next year or have they already cut him loose already?
Joe: This is mainly guesswork because you don’t really know what Toyota are up to but it seems to me that they’ve
left it all open because they don’t know what their future is and I think, because frankly if it was down to me and
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Glock was coming on the market I’d grab him. He may not have qualified very well against Trulli which brackets is
very hard to do because Trulli is very fast but he races far better than Trulli does. I think he’s a great racing driver in
terms of when I say great racing driver I don’t mean in the overall span of world championship heroes but he’s just a
great racer. I’d like to see how he will develop and so I wouldn’t leave him on the market for too long and I think
that’s what Toyota is doing, they’re not sure if there’s a future or not and they’re trying to pretend everything is all
right. John Howett in Japan talking about how they’re talking to Kimi Raikkonen, well I can’t imagine why Kimi
Raikkonen would want to join them frankly, they haven’t won anything. It doesn’t make any sense, I think that was a
part of self promotion on the behalf of Toyota maybe trying to convince the board that look we can attract these
stars or something. I don’t know exactly but there’s a lot more going on than meets the eye and I’d certainly read
allowing Glock, not taking up Glock’s option says to me that they’re still thinking about it.
Me: What was your take on Glock’s accident during qualifying in Suzuka? He obviously escaped with just a grazed leg
and he skipped the race but there was talk that possibly something came loose within his foot well.
Joe: Actually I didn’t hear anything about it because he disappeared off and didn’t come back until Sunday and by
Sunday everything had sort of transmogrified into the race so I never heard anymore about what the cause was but I
have seen a crash at that corner in the past where it’s been very odd and the car has sort of washed out and gone
straight on and it’s not necessarily mechanical, it’s just the way that the road is and the certain way in which if you
accelerate in a certain fashion and you’re off the line. I’ve seen it in other places as well, cars just get dragged off the
road. It did look a little bit more violent than that but there wasn’t any particularly obvious reason as to what had,
what caused it and the team certainly hasn’t said anything so.
Me: What do you make of the amount of offs, mistakes that were being made on Saturday?
Joe: It’s a proper race track. It’s a hard race track and there’s minimal run off area particularly going down into
Degna, the two Degna curves, there’s no room for run off there very much, it has a high kerb and you get up on the
kerb and off you go and I think we’ve got so used to these race tracks with massive run off areas you’re not used to
seeing cars actually hitting things anymore. It’s quite a long time if you think back in the course of the season it’s
quite a long time since you saw actually a car hit anything hard and then suddenly we had a whole series of them
happening one after another and Glock, he was unfortunate. Alguersuari in the race that was a fairly major shunt he
had. I think his eyeballs were going round a bit after that one. It does show you how strong and safe these cars are
that all these accidents happened and they were all nearly walking away from them obviously Glock they carried him
off but his actual injury was a cut just behind the back of his leg caused by intrusive bits and pieces into the cockpit
but given the impact it was quite impressive.
Me: What did you make of the fact that a number of drivers, well firstly the FIA obviously took a while to figure out
exactly what was going on with the grid for the race. Do you think there’s some kind of issue in terms of the
penalties don’t seem that harsh for speeding under yellows and therefore drivers are encouraged to take that risk
and to not slow down in order to gain places?
Joe: I don’t think so, I think five grid places anywhere nowadays is a major hit. The way it turned out in Japan was a
bit daft because Barrichello got a five place grid penalty and he ended up, I don’t know there were people sort of
joking that he ended up higher up the grid than he started. That wasn’t strictly true I think he went down one place
because of all the other penalties. I remember saying when they first announced there was going to be this penalty
and that penalty and this penalty, I remember saying to I think it was Max Mosley there are going to be times when
lots of people get penalties and you won’t know the grid one end from the other and it hasn’t happened until last
weekend and suddenly you have eight or nine penalties and the whole thing is chaos because the penalties have to
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be applied in a certain order and you have to work out which infringement happened first and so it was impossible
on Saturday night in Japan to know what the grid was.
Me: There was a slightly more serious incident in the race when the safety car came out for Alguersuari’s accident as
you mentioned and there was some question marks over whether or not Nico slowed down enough during that
safety car period or whether or not he was speeding and gained an advantage. It transpired that there was no
penalty to be given post race but the excuse that was mentioned was the fact that his low fuel warning gauge
overrode the safety warning message.
Joe: No that was only part of the ruling, the other part of the ruling was that he had obeyed all the other signals to a
significantly, not a significant but to an acceptable level and I think that that was down to the software. We all knew
he had to come in and it was just a matter of when he came in I think the other teams were, he’d gone very very, he
was by far the latest to stop and I think there was an element of how shall we say gamesmanship in the protest.
Obviously if he’d been booted out or been given a penalty Brawn would have won the world championship, the
constructors world championship and so I think there was an element of chancing it there too. I didn’t, I wasn’t
aware of him having done anything outrageous. He came in when he should have done and he came out pretty
much where he would have been. Nick Heidfeld I think argued that he might have kept the place he had, I don’t
know if that’s true or not but I don’t like the safety car rules in some respects. They manufacture unusual results as
you can see from Singapore 08 for example, although we don’t want to go into that too much but there was one I
think it was in Germany 08 where Piquet finished second just because the safety car came out at absolutely the
wrong moment, and other cases when peoples races are totally destroyed for no reason apart from the fact it’s just
bad luck and I think that that’s really wrong but how do you get round it? What’s a better alternative? It’s a difficult
question. I think there have to be rules like that and there will always therefore be victims. I thought ultimately the
result reflected what had been happening, I thought Rosberg deserved the place he got. I don’t think any particular
issue whether or not something overrode something else he was nonetheless aware of the fact that there was a,
there’s an awful lot happening when a safety car comes out in terms of signals going out. I think the fact that the one
in his cockpit got overridden by a fuel one is not necessarily outrageous as you’ve got the car flashing lights and
boards and flags and radio signals all happening to tell him what’s going on.
Me: Fair enough. On the subject of Nick Heidfeld who you just mentioned, question from Rich. As we’ve heard this
week Robert Kubica has been confirmed for a drive at Renault next year. No word yet on where Nick’s going. What
prospects do you think he’s got for 2010 and where do you think he may end up?
Joe: That’s a very good question. I think Nick’s a very good driver. I think he’s unfortunately very exciting in terms of
when he opens his mouth he’s a bit of a, he’s a bit dull. It’s not his fault, it’s the way he is and I think that that has
worked against him a lot. But I think if you put him in a good car he can do some very good results. I don’t say he is a
Kubica or an Alonso but he’s certainly a very good solid player so I would be surprised if he didn’t get something, I
would think if I were him I’d be probably trying to stay where you are depending on as to whether QADBAK
whatever that may be actually gets an entry or not or one of the other teams would do well to, a new team would
do well to hire him because he’s got an enormous amount of experience.
Me: And on that subject Bassano notes that whilst Kubica has been announced Kimi is still umming and ahhing or
not saying where he’s going. Is that because McLaren want to give Heikki a chance to find himself a new drive or is
there any chance that Ferrari might be blocking a future announcement on Kimi until next year?
Joe: I haven’t the faintest idea, I don’t know why nobody’s’ announced what Kimi is doing, maybe it’s because it’s a
bit like Brawn and the Rosberg deal. I think everybody in Formula One knows that Rosberg is going to Brawn next
year and that Barrichello is out but obviously they don’t want to announce that just yet because there’s a world
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championship showdown going on between two of the drivers and a lot of these things are after the season ends it’s
the perfect time to do it. I can’t imagine that Kimi Raikkonen left Ferrari without knowing where he was going. It’s as
simple as that. You wouldn’t do that if you’re seriously wanting to race which Kimi says he is, you’re not going to
walk out on a contract and take the money unless you know where you’re going and I cannot, all these ridiculous
stories about Kimi going off to Red Bull, I just don’t see that happening at all, I think he is going to go to McLaren I
think the rest of it is just people playing games.
Me: We have had masses of questions for you this week. One more from Gavin he said you were talking about on
your blog this week how Japan needs to find itself an F1 star but it has little hope of finding one. Why do you think
that that’s the case. They have all this money they have all this resources yet they can’t produce an F1 driver capable
of achieving very much at all?
Joe: There’s a number of reasons for that, it depends who you talk to. If you talk to nutritionists they will say they
don’t eat enough red meat or you talk to sociologists and they say that Japanese drivers have great trouble adapting
to European lifestyles. The fact is there’ve been a lot of very quick Japanese race drivers of the years. Brave being
one of the words that leaps immediately to mind but also some very skilled individuals and Takuma Sato spent a lot
of time in Europe and is very Europeanised if you like so he did the best of all of them in a process going on from
Nakajima senior onwards whereby they gradually got, they realised that in order to be competitive in the European
style racing world you’ve got to live it from when you’re quite young. I know for example that American drivers
sometimes used to come over to Europe and they’d just be shocked by the ruthlessness of the racing or Australians
too because back home they’d go round the corner and they’d leave lots of space and they wouldn’t crash into one
another deliberately but in Europe it’s a dog eat dog world. All these things you have to learn so in the case of the
Japanese there are cultural questions because it’s very very hard for these guys to integrate. You can just imagine
you have to go out and do it in Japan and learn how to live in a Japanese society, it’s not the work of a moment and I
think that’s one of the problems, it’s being able to understand engineers, that’s another problem. Kazuki speaks very
very good English but I’m not sure if all the Japanese drivers understand everything that the engineers are saying to
them and it’s very hard and I think that they have a very long tradition and Toyota put a lot of money into promoting
young drivers, Honda did as well and they still haven’t found one. Now in part that may be luck but who’s to say
where the next Senna, Schumacher, whoever is going to come from. Countries with racing traditions, it’s more likely
that you’ll find a superstar but there’s no reason why there shouldn’t be a man in Tanzania who is born with all the
right DNA wiring to make him a fantastic racing driver, it’s just a matter of him being found and put into a go kart.
There seems to be an element of luck involved, America has got all these 200 million, 300 million people and they
can’t find a bloke who can make it in Formula One or at least not thus far so it’s so much down to luck and then it’s
down to the training of the people when you actually get them, if you can find them. I think it’s harder for the
Japanese simply because you have a massive language and cultural differences.
Me: But great race tracks. It was such a fresh, breath of fresh air to go back to Suzuka.
Joe: Well one of the, that’s a plus and a minus, one of the problems that Japanese drivers have often had is if they
stay in Japan too long they become great experts at Fuji and Suzuka but they’re not really good anywhere else.
That’s why I think and Toyota seem to have followed this theory, is that you get them young and train them, find out
who’s quick and then ship them off to Europe to learn how to do it the hard way, there are some lovely race tracks in
Japan but you don’t want to stay on the same ones all the time.
Me: Is your schedule out of whack now that you took an extra day to come back from Japan? Did you manage, going
to be able to catch up before heading off to Brazil?
Joe: I’m trying to but I’m up against it at the moment.
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Me: Talking to us probably isn’t helping.
Joe: No, I mean it’s relatively late in the evening so it’s not too bad, I do have to occasionally stop but no, I just have
a fair amount of work to get cleared and then after the weekend, I think I’m off on Wednesday or something but this
is a really topsy turvey time of year because we’re not sleeping normal hours any of us because we are, we live these
daft, it was actually very interesting in Japan the number of people who were completely exhausted because the
Singapore race is a very strange one, I think I wrote about it, you just don’t know where you are, which way’s up and
which way’s down and then suddenly you turn up in Japan and the people who’ve been on European time have to
change across and it just gets very complicated and people, there were people literally falling asleep on the desks in
the press office. Funnily enough we regularly see the Japanese doing that at the European races and we have a good
laugh at their expense but when we’re doing it the other way around.
Me: It’s not so funny.
Joe: It is, it’s very hard for the human body even ones who are used to changing time zones all the time to actually
do it. If you think about the average, your average person going on holiday and again I think I wrote about this
somewhere, they take four days to pack and everything, you plan everything out and this that and the other. We
don’t plan any of this stuff we just as I think I wrote, I packed in seven seconds the other morning because that was
all I had. We are used to, we are machines that are used to changing time zones but the number of time zones we’re
changing at the moment are just dramatic and I know certainly what generally happens after the last race of the year
is that all the people who’ve been doing the calendar, the whole calendar just relax and the minute you relax
everyone gets sick because you’ve been holding off the illnesses from about August onwards. People start to get
tired and you’ll see Timo Glock was supposed to have got sick in Japan one day and there were several other drivers
who were not very well and in the paddock lots of snuffling and sniffling and coughing and that’s what you get this
time of year because people who’ve been flat out since March and they haven’t been eating enough greens and stuff
like that so you do get into that and what happens is that the body compensates and at the end of the year everyone
relaxes and we all get sick so you really don’t want to meet Formula One people in November because we’re all
snuffling and grouchy and big red noses and all the rest of it and then you sort of recover from that. I certainly for
the last few years November has been a mishmash of sleeping hours because you’re so out of kilter with everything
it takes a long time to get back into any pattern.
Me: How does Brazil in terms of the amenities that you have on offer, Suzuka had a bit of a revamp. Did that make it
any easier and does it matter that Brazil’s a bit run down and are conditions worse for you there than at other
tracks?
Joe: No I don’t think it makes any difference really, the odd thing about what we’re doing at the moment is we’ve
been I don’t know, seven ,eight, nine, ten hours one way got used to it and then come back again and then we’ve got
to go three, four I think its five hours the other way now and then we’ll do our weekend in Brazil five hours the other
way, come back for a few days and then go off to Abu Dhabi which is not too bad because it’s only an hour or two I
think difference but we are still, we’re yo‐yoing on the time zones. It’s an interesting social experiment to see. It’s a
bit like being a rat in a laboratory I think sometimes. Bernie the great chemist is there sort of going ‘heh what
happens if I do this?’ and next year’s going to be even worse because there is this calendar at the end of next year
with five flyaways in Asia I think it is which is just or not, I think there’s a Brazil thrown in there somewhere but it’s
just bonkers. We just keep doing it. There is a toll involved in it all somewhere.
Me: We put you on the spot last conversation talking about Vettel’s chances and how well he’d do and I think you
got it right on the money that it wasn’t over and it wasn’t done. He stuck it on pole and he won the race.
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Joe: Walked it even
Me: Yes. How does that affect how you think the rest of the championship, what’s left of it, will pan out now?
Joe: Jenson really doesn’t have to do that much, he scored in all but one race so far. He’s got to get four points, even
if Vettel wins the last two not allowing for Hamilton getting in the way, not allowing for Barrichello having a good
weekend, not allowing for anybody else to come up with the goods, ultimately Jenson’s pretty well protected so long
as he can just get the necessary four points but it’s such a topsy turvey season you can’t be guaranteed that Vettel’s
going to win the next two. That kind of domination just hasn’t happened, it can be anybody in one given week it can
be one one given week could be another, could be Webber, who knows?
Me: In terms of Webber Red Bull seemed to be having a bit of a test session after he had an absolute nightmare at
the beginning of the race so he merrily run along testing private little bits and learning new aero tweaks and stuff
ready for, preparing for the remainder of the races. Is that going to give them the advantage they need or will it not
really make that much difference?
Joe: I wouldn’t have thought it would make a huge amount of difference, I mean he set the fastest lap of the race. I
think probably just to sort of show people that he’s irritated by having, he had an accident on Saturday morning,
damaged the car, couldn’t qualify therefore started at the back and because the car had been rebuilt there were a
number of problems with it so it was really just a test session but given the extreme restrictions on testing these
days if you have a race distance you might as well use it to learn a few things about your car. I think that’s what they
did, whether it will make a huge difference I doubt it really because everything seems to be so track specific these
days that you can learn something at one place and then it be useless at the next, it’s useless from session to session
at the moment.
Me: So Brazil no help at all?
Joe: Well Interlagos is an interesting place. One of the things that happens , I don’t know if you know the story of
Interlagos. When they built it there was a massive development going on of a large part of town and there was this
big housing development and there was an area of land where it was just unstable land and they couldn’t build
houses on it so they said ‘oh what the hell we’ll build a racetrack’ and ever since then landslip has been an element
of Interlagos and each year they go and the bumps are in different places because another bits fallen off.
Me: I didn’t know that.
Joe: No that’s the true story of Interlagos, it was just unstable land and so they couldn’t use it for housing otherwise
they would have built a housing estate on it and nobody would have heard of Interlagos but it rains a lot, land slips
and slides and the track bumps change and so these cars are so sensitive to change and to weather and to
temperature and all these other things so it’s really really hard to know who’s going to be where and we’ll see when
we get there. In fact you go through the practice sessions and these days you don’t really know until after qualifying
and in fact really if the truth be told until you get the fuel weights come out you don’t really know who’s quick and
who’s not quick and that’s to me, late on Saturday night nowadays when you get the fuel loads and you sit there
trying to work out figures which is very hard to do because I always get the quotings in the wrong order and I always
come up with the wrong result and then we have to sort of double check with everybody else see if we’ve all got the
same numbers and generally speaking we sort of all come up with the same thing in the end but it’s quite
complicated business to work out fuel adjusted lap times but when you have done it it tells you exactly who’s where
and often it gives you a clearer picture of who’s really a long way ahead and I think that was true in this last one with
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Vettel, I mean he was on pole but not by much. When you took into account how much fuel he was carrying
woomph there he was.
Me: It’s fair to say that you won’t be sad to see the end of these weights coming out late on Saturday night.
Joe: I’ll be very happy to see the back of them apart from the fact that I think it adds an element to the racing, I don’t
know how the big fuel loads is going to work out if there will be any more overtaking or less or whatever, I just don’t
know, we’ll have to wait and see. I think that there’s so much tosh talked about ‘oh this will do this and this will do
that’ this year there was supposed to be more overtaking and there wasn’t really because of the diffuser, double
diffusers came along and that skewed all the calculations which had been made so you never really know until it
happens and then you have to sort of think through the implications and very often changes are made and
implications you don’t think about when they’re making the rules, things happen then you go ‘oh that’s not
supposed to happen’ but it’s just what happens, it’s an interesting exercise in decision making that whatever they
decide there are always effects that they haven’t thought about.
Me: We will of course be keeping an eye out for GP+ post race, I think we were watching it as it came out this week,
we finally got to grips with the way you publish the teaser picture and then I think that was 6 hours after the race.
Joe: No no no the teaser picture goes up there as soon as I can get one so usually about 2 hours after the race then it
says ‘coming soon.’
Me: Oh really? OK so we’ll have to try even harder.
Joe: Yeah and then you have to, then it’s just a matter of how quickly I can throw it all together and I think it was six
and a half hours this week, or six forty something, maybe seven, I don’t know.
Me: The picture has the title on it though of the magazine so you’ve already come up with the title that quickly?
Joe: Oh yeah, I do the, I can do the, often I do the cover soon after the race ends depending on what pictures I have.
Sometimes I’ll change it later on if I get a better picture for the cover but I just, there was a lovely picture of Vettel
he’s sort of dark and evil and I thought that’s great and I just had ‘he’s baaaaack’ which worked quite nicely but
often you’ll get a picture, there was a lovely picture in the magazine if you saw it of Vettel and Hamilton on the
podium together literally sort of acknowledging one another and paying respects to one another which was a lovely
picture but just couldn’t use it on the front cover because there’s too much, too many changes of colours and you
can’t really put it there, you need to have some space where you can actually read cover lines and things like that so
it’s a bit of a balancing act sometimes.
Me: I’m just looking for that picture now, hold on a second. There it is, I do see it. When they hold the champagne?
Joe: Yeah.
Me: That is a great picture.
Joe: It’s a terrific picture isn’t it but it just wouldn’t have worked on the front cover but if I’d been able to I would
have put that on the front cover because it’s just a lovely picture of I respect you and you respect me.
Me: That’s on page 64, that’s on if you’ve got last week’s Grand Prix + magazine. Easy for me to say.
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Joe: I’m the one with the jetlag not you.
Me: So what now? So now I’m inspired to look for exclusive pictures that get changed so what picture you find and
then decide to change later on, we’re going to have to keep an eye on that too after the race. I thought we had it
sussed this week by watching. So six and a half hours after the race again, Grand Prix + magazine was available for
download. One thing I did want to mention actually was on David Tremayne’s final piece in the magazine and he was
talking about, I’ll actually quote it, it says ‘it transpired that one brave driver had initiated a motion of support for Ari
Vatanen’s presidential campaign at the GPDA meeting in Suzuka on Friday’ but he obviously didn’t tell us.
Joe: You want me to name names do you?
Me: No, I just wondered what that was all about because I’d not heard of that anywhere else other than in GP+
magazine and I’m just curious why it got shot down.
Joe: I believe that there were two drivers in the meeting who suggested that the drivers should come out in favour
of Vatanen then the other drivers said ‘well that’s not a good idea because if we do that there’ll be retributions and
hell to pay’ and nothing was done and I don’t know why any of its necessary, I’m not sure the drivers really, the FIA is
a federation of automobile clubs, whether the drivers should have a say is another matter, whether their opinions
are right is another matter. Whether they’re frightened, whether it’s just a fireball that they’re worried about what
happens if they do, it’s all daft really and I think probably a wise decision was not to get involved.
Me: Just to jump in there we may not speak again before the 23rd of October. We might do but just in case we don’t
is there anything, any movements on the election front that might sway one way or it might sway another or is it
pretty much as it is?
Joe: Ari Vatanen, they tried to make out his letter from Max Mosley was a threatening letter and all the rest of this
stuff. I read it and I didn’t think it was very threatening, I think he was just, he was spouting forth what he believes to
be a truth which is Max believes that Jean Todt’s going to win by a mile and they tried to turn that into something
that it isn’t really and I think there’s both sides have been doing that, they’re all, it’s just politics and I think it’s rather
dull, I don’t think that your average motor racing fan gives a toss who’s president of the FIA. The only thing that they
want to see is someone else in charge and I think if you take a step back as I daresay we will do at the end of
October, we’ll say well Max Mosley’s reign is over, what are the good bits what are the bad bits. He did a lot of good
things and he did a lot of bad things so that’s the way to judge it and as to whether or not people should get involved
in trying to sway the way the clubs vote is another matter, that’s up to them and I don’t know if necessarily want to
get into the reporting of it too much simply because it doesn’t really sway it anyway.
Me: On the day of the vote will you be in Paris, will you be heading down there?
Joe: Now there’s an interesting story. I will be in Paris, I’m not sure if I shall be, I shall probably go to the FIA,
depends what time they come up with a result really because I’m supposed to be down the road at the Hotel de Ville
shortly afterwards where I’m due to take part in a conference about the special operations executive in France in
World War II.
Me: Ooh.
Joe: Which dates back to where we started this conversation.
Me: It does.
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Joe: About the Grand Prix Saboteurs, I had an invitation to go along to this thing and I thought it would be interesting
because I could meet a number of people involved, there aren’t many originals left now but there are certainly
children of some of the originals who are included on the list of people going and it’s just down the road so hopefully
the FIA will get itself sorted out before lunch and I can then go off and do the other thing in the afternoon so that’s
my plan and I shall be a very busy boy.
Me: So this book is actually taking you outside of the realms of motorsport?
Joe: That was one of the reasons I got involved in it is because every so often you do need to have a reality check
and I think there’s a lot of people in motor racing and Formula One in particular who never get out of their little
world and as a result of which wear enormous great blinkers and that makes them rather strange people. For
example there’s been a lot of talk in the last few days about the 14th team and I understand what everyone’s saying
about it’s only designed for 13 and the 14th one can’t be allowed in but hang on a minute now just by a strange set
of circumstances the 14th team happen to be a team that won a race last year. It’s a solid, very good team, it’s got
people who’ve been working in it for 25 years and because a bunch of idiots in Bavaria made a board decision to pull
out and then a really stupid decision not to sign the Concorde Agreement and they found themselves stuck in a
situation where they can’t do anything about it. To shut that team down because of those circumstances and to
replace them with a bunch of what could be very flaky racing teams that may or may not happen is outrageous I
think and I think that Formula One teams need to stop and think about that before they carry it through. Yes, I get
the point about they shouldn’t be allowed to have this and yes Peter Sauber got his money and all these other
arguments that have been put forward but it’s still one of the assets of the world championship and to wipe it out in
exchange for teams that may or may not happen and they’re about as flimsy as cardboard, I think is absolutely
ridiculous so that’s the kind of thing I mean about not seeing things in the big picture and I think that happens a lot
in formula one, there’s an awful lot of people who never look beyond the end of their own noses.
Me: Ok well thank you for your time again, Joe. If you listen to this show and you like listening to Joe and you
haven’t already subscribed to Grand Prix + then grandprixplus.com is the place to go, £25, 51 issues now.
Joe: 51. 52nd one coming up, yes.
Me: 52nd. 51 and a bit issues for the bargain price of 25 English pounds.
Joe: You can download them all put them in your computer and have them forever.
Me: Perfect, absolutely perfect and don’t forget to check out Joe’s blog, joesaward.wordpress.com and it’s all for
free but donations are gratefully accepted, correct?
Joe: Indeed they are, absolutely yes.
Me: Good stuff.
Joe: The more the merrier and if anyone’s out there like IBM who want to give me a pile of money please feel free to
do so. That’s my argument and I’m sticking to it.
Transcript by Amy.
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